
Scoring Matrix for Global Engagement Grant 

Points

Awarded

Clear Outline of Project,

Including Resources

Needed and Budget

Project Marketability Benefits campus Global

Competence Domains

Benefits Campus Diversity,

Inclusion, Belonging Efforts

for Students

Quality of Program Proposal

Overall

Sustainability of Program Support Letter from

Supervisor

0 Unclear objectives and
outcomes, does not include

budget

Lacks any description of how
they will market the program, or

why students would sign up

Does not present a link to
how campus would benefit

from project

Does not address or seek to
help efforts

Does not put adequate effort into
proposal

Does not define any measure
of how program could have

lasting or sustainable impact

Does not provide letter or
supervisor does not support

project (Disqualification)

1 Scope of project is

unrealistic or too vague to

assess

Unrealistic marketing efforts or

project does not seem

marketable

Gives a weak link to how

campus would benefit from

project

Provides unclear/vague

reasoning that could benefit

efforts

Proposal is not particularly

well-written (unclear and too

vague)

Weak conceptualization of

sustainability measure plans.

No mention of resources

needed for success

Has reservations about

proposal/applicant

2 Proposal provides overview

of project but lacks details

or is difficult to follow

Vaguely mentions marketing

efforts needed. Seems

marketable

Increases global

understanding  & benefits

small # of students

Provides general areas that

could help efforts, but specific

steps to do so are unclear

Proposal is of average quality Unclear plan for sustainability

efforts; heavy support from GE

office required for success

Short, vague letter

3 Clear details of objectives

and outcomes w/ budget

and shows they have put

thought into proposal

Specifies marketing efforts

needed and gives a description

of what needs to be done

Increases global

understanding & benefits a

moderate # of students

Provides tangible outcomes

that benefit BIPOC students (in

particular Black, Latinxe/x, and

Indigenous students)

Proposal is above average quality

(clear relevance to objectives,

implementation plan, etc)

Clear plan for sustainability of

program, thoughtful effort for

follow-up, medium need from

GE office for future success

Gives moderate

recommendation of

applicants qualifications and

support

4 Clear details of objectives &

budget, has shown evidence

of research

Specifies marketing efforts

needed and has already

surveyed project interest

Increases global

understanding  & benefits a

high #  of students

Provides tangible outcomes

that benefit BIPOC students (in

particular Black, Latinxe/x, and

Indigenous students)  AND,

First-Gen, LGBTQUIA+, or any

other groups of students who

experience barriers in

education

Proposal is exceptional Detailed and clear plan for

sustainability, research on

success models for it, light GE

support needed for success

Gives highest

recommendation

SCORE 0-4 0-4 0-4 0-4 0-4 0-4 0-4

Total Points =




